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FADE IN:

EXT. WW1 CAMP - NIGHT

(The camera pans down to a young man (24) dressed in
traditional WW1 British army attire, he walks briskly
towards a large tent located towards the very back of the
camp.

Arriving at the tent he stops and looks up as light rain
starts to fall from the sky. 

He sighs heavily before pushing the tent entrance open and
walking through.)

TRANSITION INTO THE INTERIOR OF THE TENT

INT. WW1 TENT - NIGHT

(The man enters the tent and approaches a big wooden desk.)

SGT JOHNSON
Lieutenant Miller, you wanted to
see me sir.

(The camera pans out to show a man (32) in officer attire
sat at his desk holding a note in his hands. He puts the
note down onto a pile of paperwork that is messily placed on
top of the desk, he leans back in his chair and looks up at
Sgt Johnson.)

LT. MILLER
Ah Sergeant Johnson. Yes, I have
some new orders for tomorrow
morning. At first light you are to
lead the second battalion in
storming the La Mort Hill. 

SGT JOHNSON
(Confused)

Sir that hill has a couple of
dozen machine guns perched on it,
and you want me to lead our men
straight into their sights.

LT. MILLER
I am not saying that it will be
easy Sergeant, but with that hill
taken we can finally push forward
and take that damn town…

SGT JOHNSON
(Interrupting)

Sir with all due respect there
won’t be anyone left to take the
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SGT JOHNSON (CONT'D)
town. Those machine guns they will
cut our men to shreds before we
even reach the bottom of the hill.

LT MILLER
(patronizing)

They cannot shoot you all Sgt,
they don’t have enough ammo. You
will charge tomorrow morning and
you will take that hill because
they are your orders! As for those
who fall their sacrifice will be
remembered and honoured
accordingly. Now are we clear?

SGT JOHNSON
(slightly aggressive)

No Sir we are not clear, you are
ordering me to lead these men to
their deaths. We are not
barbarians we are supposed to be
civilised.

LT MILLER
Look at the world Sgt, look at
humanities great progress, with
every war we get better and better
at killing. Yet you stand there
and say we are not barbarians, no
Johnson we are just more advanced
barbarians. 

(Sgt Johnson clearly agitated runs his hand through his hair
and stares at the ground. With a grimaced face he looks up
at Lt Miller.)

SGT JOHNSON
(Pleadingly)

Sir…. These are your men. Most are
no older than boys and you are
willing to have them lay down
their lives. For what? Some bloody
hill! How can you honestly sit
there and tell me this is the
right thing to do?

(Lt Miller now fed up angrily swipes the paper work off of
his desk as he stands up. He stares straight at Sgt Johnson
and leans across the desk placing both of his hand down on
the now empty desk.)
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LT MILLER
  (aggressive)

I DON'T HAVE A CHOICE!! These
orders came from someone far
higher than me.

SGT JOHNSON 
(aggressive)

You always have a choice, but in
this case Sir it seems you have
already made yours. 

(Lt Miller lets out a small laugh of disbelief and shakes
his head as he stands back up straight.)

LT MILLER
You just don’t get it do you. This
is war and in order to win a war
you have to be willing to make
sacrifices.

SGT JOHNSON
If we are willing to win by wiping
out generations of families then
we are no better than those who we
stand against. 

LT MILLER 
No Sergeant, we are not better
than them. Somewhere as we speak
there is a German officer giving
orders for hundreds of his men to
march to their deaths. But if you
think that our actions of war are
justified and their's are not then
you are truly blind. You follow
your orders and I follow mine
regardless of how you feel about
them, for that is the price of
war.

(Lt Miller pauses for a second as his words sink in.)

LT MILLER (CONT'D)
(aggressive)

Now you will take that hill or die
trying, and if you argue these
orders again then I will have you
stripped of your rank and executed
for disobeying me.

(Sergeant Johnson stares at LT Miller with a sense of both
anger and empathy, he lets out a deep sigh and shakes his
head.)
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SGT JOHNSON
(calmly)

When this war is over and you
return to your wife and children
spare a thought for the sons and
daughters who don’t get to see
their father again. For the
mothers who will not be there to
pick their boys back up when they
fall. Or for the wives and
girlfriends who will never get to
see their loved ones smile again,
never hear their voice and never
hold them close. Do not forget
them Lieutenant.

(Sgt Johnson pauses for a second)

SGT JOHNSON (CONT'D)
(Aggressively)

Tomorrow morning you will have
your hill and I hope that the
blood on your hands runs as red as
the roses that are laid on their
graves.

(Sgt Johnson turns and swiftly exits the tent. Lt Miller
angrily stares at him whilst he disappears from view. He
slumps back down in his chair with a look of pain on his
face. He slowly reaches inside his jacket pocket and pulls a
locket out. He carefully opens it and stares at the picture
of his family that sits inside. A look of sadness comes
across his face.)

LT MILLER
(upset)

If you could see me now, see the
monster I have become. So blindly
following orders that I have lost
my humanity along the way, how
ashamed you would be of the man
you once loved. 

(The emotion overcomes Lieutenant Miller and he starts to
cry. He grips the locket harder and harder as he reaches his
left hand up and buries his face to try and mask the tears.
He slowly moves his hand away and stares back at the locket,
he composes himself and fights through the tears.)

LT MILLER 
(very upset)

forgive me
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(Lieutenant Miller slowly closes the locket and continues to
cry)

FADE TO BLACK: (SCRIPT CAN BE ENDED HERE IF ON A LIMITED
BUDGET)

FADE IN: 

EXT. MISTY FIELD WITH THE HILL IN THE BACKGROUND - MORNING

(The camera pans across a misty field where bodies lay
strewn. The piles of corpses grow ever larger towards the
hill with a pile stacked at the bottom where the dead had
fallen back down. The trampled grass is stained red with
blood, a few soldiers are helping a young injured soldier
who lays in the aftermath. The camera pans to Lt Miller who
stands on the edge of the camp overlooking the field and
hill. He stares with a look of horror on his face. A young
soldier approaches looking relatively cheerful.)

YOUNG SOLDIER
Lieutenant, the hill is ours and
reinforcements should be here by
sunset, ready for us to begin our
assault on the town in the
morning.

(Lt Miller seems to not acknowledge the soldier, instead he
continues to stare emptily out at the death and carnage.)

YOUNG SOLDIER (CONT'D)
Lieutenant... I said that the hill

LT MILLER:
(interrupting)

I heard you soldier.

(The young soldier pauses for a second and uneasily looks
out at the piles of corpses on the field.)

YOUNG SOLDIER
Pretty horrible sight I know sir,
but take comfort in knowing that
they died for the love and duty of
their country.

LT MILLER
(coldly)

They died because of my orders. 

(The young soldier looks surprised and sheepishly looks down
at the ground almost afraid to say anything else.)
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LT MILLER (CONT'D)
Where is Sergeant Johnson soldier?

YOUNG SOLDIER
(Unsure)

He err didn’t make it sir.

(Lt Miller closes his eyes and lets out a sigh. He painfully
looks up with anger in his eyes.)

LT MILLER
(coldly)

I would like to be alone soldier.

(The young soldier nods)

YOUNG SOLDIER
Yes Sir.

(The young soldier turns away and slowly walks back towards
the tents.

Lt Miller pulls out his locket and opens it he stares at the
picture of his family. He reaches up and takes of his
officer hat and carefully places the open locket inside. He
kneels down and rests the hat on the bloody ground. He
slowly gets up and turns away as he starts to walk back
towards the camp. His expression is of utter defeat and
emptiness. He continues on slowly walking towards his tent,
he gently unholsters his pistol from the case on his belt.)

FADE OUT.
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